
FRUTT LODGE & SPA

FRUTT FAMILY LODGE

Spa Offer





We wish you a warm welcome at the unique Alpine Spa in Melchsee-Frutt. Hotel frutt 

Lodge & Spa is nestled in a breathtaking natural setting. Enjoy the panoramic views  

of the lake and mountains, watch mystical natural spectacles while giving your body, 

mind and spirit a time out.

frutt Spa is all about nature. The spa area with an alpine ambience exudes peace  

and comfort. Our spa only uses natural skin care products for our body treatments 

with ingredients that reflect our alpine nature. The products are manufactured  

with sustainability and the protection of the Alps in mind. Join us on a spa journey  

in which you will achieve well-being and vitality through the pure force of nature.

Your frutt Spa team

 

OPENING TIMES

Spa pool:  daily from 7 am till 9 pm

Sauna and spa:  daily from 10 am till 9 pm

Treatments:  can be booked daily from 10 am till 8 pm 

Spa reception:  staffed daily from 9 am till 9 pm

External guests:  10 am till 2 pm / 6:30 pm till 9 pm reservation required

Peace, space and time 
for yourself...
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Sauna and Wellness

*  Treatment room with heated spa beds for individuals and couples 

*  frutt spa suite with steam bath, sauna, shower, relaxation area and jacuzzi 

*  Adventure pool with bubble lounges, waterfall and massage jets 

* Panoramic sauna / Finnish sauna 

* Sanarium 

* Steam bath 

* Kneipp pool 

* Crevasse (with ice cubes)

* Adventure showers 

* Relaxation room 

* Reading room 

* Refreshment buffet

OUR SAUNA- AND WELLNESS AREA OFFERS THE FOLLOWING FACILITIES  

ON 900 M2 AREA:
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Alpienne

ALPIENNE represents the natural forces of the Alps. These 

ensure health-promoting effects coming from pure herbs, 

resin, oils and minerals - ideal for care, beauty, vitality and 

well-being. The products are characterized by 100% natural 

purity and sustainability. Because of our mountains, we have a 

long tradition using the positive effects of plants. We only use 

pure natural ingredients which are carefully made by hand. 

Organic and bio-active substances 

enable a consistent renunciation of all 

synthetic fabrics.
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Spa Massages
ALPIENNE PARTIAL BODY MASSAGE 20 MIN. CHF 70

Classical partial body massage. You choose your massage milk according to your needs.

ALPIENNE FULL BODY MASSAGE  50 MIN. CHF 118 

Classical full body massage. You choose your massage milk according to your needs.

ESSENTIAL OIL MASSAGE  50 MIN. CHF 120 

Enjoy an individual massage for body, mind and soul. Special essential oils will let you relax  

and forget time and space.

INTENSIVE BACK MASSAGE  40 MIN. CHF 110 

Time is solely dedicated to your back, neck and shoulder area. Decide for yourself:  

Relaxing gentle massaging or stronger massage techniques to release tension and to go  

back through life carefree and relaxed.

INTENSIVE BACK & PEAT PACK  50 MIN. CHF 116

The combination of a massage and a peat pack intensifies natural relaxation. The peat pack 

supports the relaxation of all your muscles, provides your body with minerals and trace 

elements and combats acidification at the same time.
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ALPIENNE SPORT VITAL  50 MIN. CHF 120 

This invigorating full body massage with a lotion of Alpienne and high-quality marmot oil  

is ideal before or after exercise. It stimulates the blood circulation and muscle metabolism, 

relaxes tight muscles and prevents muscle ache.

ALPIENNE RELAX & HARMONY  80 MIN. CHF 180

You can expect a soothing foot bath in combination with a gentle foot massage, a harmonizing 

head and facial massage and a soothing relaxation massage with heated herbal compresses.

FOOT REFLEXOLOGY MASSAGE  50 MIN. CHF 120 

This special massage technique reaches all organs by stimulating the reflex points.  

It promotes the self-healing process and resolves energy blocks.

FORCE OF THE MOUNTAINS  90 MIN. CHF 187

First you start relaxing in a foot bath with a foot massage. This is followed by a strong  

and invigorating full body massage with a refreshing scalp massage and a soothing facial 

massage. This massage releases blockages and physical tensions.

HOT STONE  80 MIN. CHF 174 

An interplay of gentle and powerful wellness massaging with hot basalt stones for the  

whole body. Releases tension and blockages, reduces fatigue, listlessness and restlessness. 

Just let go, regain your strength and energy.
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Massages for children
MASSAGE FOR CHILDREN  20 MIN. CHF 64

The massage for children is specifically adapted to the needs of children between the age of 2 till 

12 years old. It supports and promotes the typical stages of development in this period and also 

helps with stress and overwork, difficulty concentrating, falling asleep and difficulty sleeping.

CHOCOLATE MASSAGE FOR CHILDREN 20 MIN. CHF 70

The warm, softly melting and fragrant chocolate is applied to the skin together with  

natural essential oils. The skin becomes soft and the aromatic scent and consistency  

of warm chocolate are perfect for children.



Cinq Mondes

CINQ MONDES Through its treatments and products, Cinq 

Mondes offers deep regeneration of body and mind to recreate 

a state of perfect balance even inside our skin cells. To achieve 

this, Cinq Mondes Laboratories select and optimize natural 

active ingredients:

* 10 rare and precious Super Plant Oils from the World’s  

 Pharmacopeias, rich in omegas 3, 6 and 9,

* 11 patented biotechnological plant compounds. 

These natural active ingredients provide cells with the daily 

micro-nutrients they need to:

* Regain balance and resist destabilizing disruption,

* Trigger their natural mechanisms, especially cell renewal.
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Cinq Mondes rituals
REVITALIZING & LIFTING LEG RITUAL 20 MIN. CHF 70

A treatment aimed at relieving tired legs. This tonic and draining massage uses a biological 

extract of aloe vera, bamboo, arnica, menthol and camphor, which stimulates blood circulation 

and revitalises the legs. Your legs feel fresh and light again leaving you completely relaxed. 

ENERGIZING AROMATIC SCRUB  20 MIN. CHF 74

Treat yourself to a moment of wellbeing thanks to this ancestral ritual inspired by beauty 

recipes and treatment from the Island of Java. Let yourself be carried away by the delicate 

scents of this energiszing spice and sea salt treatment for soft and silky skin.

«GOMMAGE PURIFIANT AU SAVON NOIR BELDI®» PURIFYING SCRUB  

WITH BELDI BLACK SOAP  20 MIN.  CHF 74

Travel into the heart of the Oriental tradition of the Hammam. Used with the exfoliating action 

of the Kassa glove, this ancestral recipe helps to purify the skin deep down leaving it soft, silky 

and delicately scented. 
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«ENVELOPPEMENT PURIFIANT ET DÉTOXIFIANT A LA <CRÈME DE RASSOUL®>» 

PURIFYING DETOX TREATMENT WITH NORTH AFRICAN RHASSOUL WRAP  

   20 MIN. CHF 74

Let yourself be carried away to the heart of the magical universe of the Hammam and 

Moroccan tradition and be left with skin that is toned and silky thanks to the detoxifying proper-

ties of this natural clay.

RELAXING NORTH AFRICAN MASSAGE RITUAL 20 MIN. CHF 84 

   50 MIN. CHF 136

This massage, inspired by oriental tradition, works the whole body with heated and delicately 

perfumed.argan oil. The expert hands of your practitioner envelope you in slow, deep mo-

vements to give you a feeling of pure wellbeing. 

TONIFYING INDIAN AYURVEDIC MASSAGE RITUAL 50 MIN. CHF 136

Enjoy the vanilla and cardamom fragrances of this tonifying hot oil massage inspired by the 

millenary Indian tradition. The change in pace between energetic and heating strokes relieves 

tensions and relaxes the muscles.
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AYURVEDA RITUAL   80 MIN. CHF 178

This ritual combines a traditional Indonesian recipe, aromatic peeling with spices and a massage 

of Indian origin. This original and relaxing treatment contains five spices: Sea salt and almond 

powder, cinnamon concentrate, patchouli, nutmeg, vetiver, clove and vanilla oil. According to 

ayurveda tradition, the subsequent massage alternates slow and fast movements, starting with 

an extensive foot and leg massage and moving slowly up the body to the head. The ayurveda 

massage releases tension and stimulates the energetic metabolism of the body. 

ORIENT RITUAL  80 MIN. CHF 178

   110 MIN. CHF 216

This heavenly ritual combines a traditional Indonesian recipe, aromatic peeling with spices and 

a massage of Indian origin. It begins with a welcome ceremony consisting of a softly scented 

foot bath of rose petals and a relaxing massage of the arch of the foot. This is followed by an 

invigorating aromatic peeling with spices from the island of Java. The further course of the 

ritual consists of the Indian Ayurvedic massage.
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Cinq Mondes Cosmetics
«BALI FLOWERS RITUAL» EXPRESS RADIANCE FACIAL 20 MIN. CHF 70

A radiance treatment inspired by Balinese beauty Rituals combining skin cleansing, wellbeing 

and beauty.

«KO BI DO» LIFTING AND PLUMPING «FOUNTAIN OF YOUTH» FACIAL   

   50 MIN. CHF 136 

   80 MIN. CHF 186 

A truly global anti-age treatment, this manual lifting inspired by the Japanese «Ko Bi Do» 

massage deeply targets wrinkles, firmness, pigment marks and radiance, insisting on the eye 

contour, the mouth, the neckline and the arms. Your skin will be left plumped-up and smooth, 

your complexion look radiant and you will feel completely relaxed in your mind.
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Binella

BINELLA of Switzerland ocuses on individually adapted 

beauty treatments that are tailored to your personal skin 

needs instead of the broad-spectrum effect of familiar skin 

care products. Unique skin building concepts and orthomole-

cular essences produced exclusively for you are used as well 

as the latest high-tech in beauty medicine.

A combination of well-founded cosmetic know-how, innovative 

scientific research and technological progress - this is 

BINELLA‘s concept for success, which 

gives your skin youthful beauty and  

radiance.
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Binella Cosmetics
RAPID BEAUTY   20 MIN.  CHF 84

Your skin will radiate new splendour and vitality within a short amount of time. Experience

a gentle cleansing with a fruit acid peel, a soothing mask and an adapted skin care at the end

of the treatment.

ISLAND OF PEACE AND QUIET   50 MIN. CHF 136

Pamper yourself with a relaxing facial treatment with selected ingredients. We start

by cleaning the skin and end with a deep nourishing facial mask. You can enjoy relaxation

and personal attention while your skin is fuelling rejuvenating freshness and new energy.

Excluding eyebrow shaping and massage.

STAR SHINE   80 MIN. CHF 176

This moisturizing facial treatment supplies your skin with moisture, protects it against

dehydration and helps compensate for dry lines. It will give your skin a fresh and silky smooth

feel. Including eyebrow shaping and massage.

MAGIC OF THE MOUNTAIN LAKE   80 MIN. CHF 186

Mesoport XS - an innovative and gentle anti-wrinkle treatment. This increases the penetration 

of active ingredients from macromolecules into deeper skin layers. This extremely improved 

absorption of active ingredients significantly increases the hydration of the skin and significantly 

reduces wrinkles, impurities, dryness and skin irritations. Includes eyebrow correction and 

massage.
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FACIAL FOR TEENS   40 MIN. CHF 92

The beauty clinic for teens with acne, eczema or psoriasis.

RADIANT EYES   20 MIN. CHF 84

Enhance natural radiance thanks to collagen derived 100% from plants, which allows your  

skin to optimally absorb hyaluronic acid, retinol and active oxygen molecules. Your skin 

becomes firmer, swelling and wrinkles diminish markedly and the sparkle in your eyes is 

clearer and fresher.

MAGICAL MOMENTS

EYEBROW CORRECTION   20 MIN. CHF 25

EYEBROW TINTING   20 MIN. CHF 28

EYELASH TINTING   20 MIN. CHF 28

EYEBROW AND EYELASH TINTING  25 MIN.  CHF 45

EPILATION

Your skin is cleaned and prepared before each hot wax treatment. A soothing and

moisturizing Aloe Vera gel is applied after the wax treatment.

UPPER LIP   10 MIN. CHF 15

ARMPITS   20 MIN. CHF 35

BIKINI (NO BRAZILIAN WAXING)  20 MIN. CHF 35

LEGS WITH KNEE   40 MIN. CHF 60

LEGS COMPLETE   60 MIN. CHF 85

BACK   40 MIN. CHF 60
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BINELLA Cosmetics for him
ENERGY KICK   25 MIN. CHF 84

For men who know what is good for them: This facial gives men’s skin absolute freshness,

extra power and a neat appearance.

PIT STOP   50 MIN. CHF 136

Men’s skin requires special care and attention. Stress and daily shaving can put a lot of strain

on your skin. Put your tired and stressed skin to an end now! The treatment relaxes, refreshes

and ensures a neat appearance.

Hands and feet care
Allow your hands and feet to relax and enjoy a nourishing and soothing massage

or get your nails done by choosing the following treatments.

MANICURE   55 MIN.  CHF 90

PEDICURE   55 MIN. CHF 90

VARNISHING   30 MIN. CHF 28
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Spa Suite

Our Spa Suite provides privacy and comfort in a natural environment. It offers 35 m2 wellness 

area with steam bath, sauna, experience shower, whirlpool, resting area and a unique 

 panorama of the lake and mountains. Treat yourself to an exclusive break in a unique natural 

scenery. Fragrance and body care products made from pine, arnica, propolis and natural  

herbs from Alpienne will kidnap your senses in Melchsee-Frutt’s pristine nature.

EXCLUSIVE TIME OUT    120 MIN CHF 250

Each additional hour CHF 100

INVIGORATING NATURAL SALT PEELING

Alpienne natural salt peeling for 2 persons to use by themselves CHF 10 

Arnica, honey & Swiss pine, St. John’s Wort & Biopir
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Day ticket
Even if you are not a guest of our hotel, you have the option to refuel some energy  

in our frutt Spa against a unique backdrop of lake and mountains. Please sign up for this  

early enough.

OUR SERVICES

*  Using the sauna and spa area in the frutt Lodge & Spa (children from 14 years of age)  

and in the frutt Family Lodge

*  Refreshment buffet with Grander water, tea and fruits

*  Bathrobe, towel and bathing slippers

* Gym in the frutt Family Lodge (children from 16 years of age)

ACCESS

10 am till 2 pm (for early birds)

6:30 pm till 9 pm (for night owls)

Reservations required

DAY TICKET

CHF 40 per person

CHF 20 for children from 14 till 15 years of age

If you book a treatment in our frutt Spa which costs CHF 150 or more, 

the services of a day ticket are included.
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Membership
For those who want to use our frutt Spa regularly, we offer the attractive option to enjoy  

our spa regularly and spontaneously by buying a membership.

OUR SERVICES

*  Using the sauna and spa area in the frutt Lodge & Spa (children from 14 years of age)  

and in the frutt Family Lodge

*  Refreshment buffet with Grander water, tea and fruits

* Bathrobe, towel and bathing slippers

* Gym in the frutt Family Lodge (children from 16 years of age)

MEMBERSHIP / SUBSCRIPTION

Winter season  CHF 750 per person

Summer season CHF 750 per person

Year card  CHF 1300 per person (excluding low season)

Subscription for 10 sessions CHF 350 (instead of CHF 400)

Subscription for 10 fitness sessions (frutt Family Lodge) CHF 150 (instead of 180)
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Spa Etiquette
SPA WEAR

A bathrobe and slippers can be found in your room. The lift easily takes you to the wellness 

centre. You will receive a sauna towel at our spa reception. Shower equipment can be found in 

the shower areas. If possible, please don’t take any valuables and mobile phones with you in 

the spa.

SAUNA WEAR

For hygienic reasons, our sauna area is a textile-free area. Please use your sauna towel during 

the sauna sessions, so no sweat gets on the benches. Please use the provided water hoses to 

clean the benches before and after your steam bath visit. You don’t need a sauna towel in the 

steam room. Taking a shower before bathing and after sweating is mandatory. 

REST AND RELAXATION

Our wellness area serves to relax and unwind. Out of consideration to other spa guests,  

we kindly ask you to not bring your mobile phone and to speak quietly.

CHILDREN AND ADOLESCENTS UNDER 16 YEARS OF AGE

In consideration of other spa guests, we kindly ask you to monitor your childrens’ behaviour  

in the adventure pool. Children from 14 years of age have access to the adventure pool. Access 

to the sauna is allowed for teenagers from 16 years of age when accompanied by an adult  

and from 18 years unaccompanied. For safety reasons, only persons from 16 years of age are 

allowed to exercise in the frutt Family Lodge’s fitness centre. The spa and the fitness area  

are not supervised – parents are responsible for their children.

.
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SMOKE-FREE

The entire wellness and spa area and the spa terrace are smoke-free.

MAKING AN APPOINTMENT

We recommend you to book your spa treatment a few days in advance to be able to meet  

your desired date. You can reach us by sending an email to spa@fruttlodge.ch, by phone  

+41 41 669 79 76 or in person at our spa reception. Our professional spa team will advise  

you individually according to your needs.

MEETING POINT

Please come to our spa reception 10 minutes before your appointment, so you arrive relaxed 

and on time and so you can enjoy your pampering programme. Please take a shower before 

your massage or body treatment, because it relaxes, cleanses the skin and ideally prepares 

you for our treatments.

SHIPPING OF PRODUCTS 

We are more than happy to send you your favourite product from our frutt Spa product range. 

Please contact our Spa team.

DELAY 

Please inform our spa reception in case of any delay. Please understand that your spa 

reservation can be reduced accordingly. But in that case, the full nominal price will still be 

levied.

CANCELLATION

If you are not able to make it to your appointment, please notify us up to 24 hours in advance. 

Otherwise you will be charged for the service you booked.
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FRUTT FAMILY LODGE

Sauna & Wellness
OUR SAUNA- AND WELLNESS AREA IN FRUTT FAMILY LODGE OFFERS THE 

FOLLOWING FACILITIES ON 300 M2 AREA: 

* Pool with jet stream, waterfall and massage jets 

* Children‘s pool 

* Panoramic warm water pool 

* Panoramic relaxation room 

* Finnish sauna 

* Sanarium 

* Steam bath 

*  Fitness room with ergometer bike, treadmill, rowing machine, cross-trainer,  

dumbbell station, combined devices for shoulder / chest, legs and back 

* Refreshment buffet



FRUTT FAMILY LODGE

Day Ticket
Even if you are not a guest of our hotel, you have the option to refuel some energy in  

our frutt Spa against a unique backdrop of lake and mountains. Please sign up for this early 

enough.

Our services

*  Using the sauna and spa area in the frutt Lodge & Spa (children from 14 years of age)  

and in the frutt Family Lodge

*  Refreshment buffet with Grander water, tea and fruits

* Bathrobe, towel and bathing slippers

* Gym in the frutt Family Lodge

ACCESS EXTERNALGUESTS 

10 am till 2 pm / 6:30 pm till 9 pm Reservation required

Day ticket spa

CHF 40 per adult, CHF 20 per child (up to and including 15 years of age)

CHF 80 family ticket (2 adults and up to 3 children) each additional child CHF 20  

(only the spa and sauna area of the frutt Family Lodge)

Day ticket fitness area 

CHF 18 per person, 10–subscription card fitness per person CHF 150

OPENING HOURS 

adventure pool daily from 7 am till 9 pm

sauna daily from 10 am till 9 pm

fitness daily from 8 am till 10 pm
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FRUTT FAMILY LODGE

Prices Winter 2018 / 2019 - Subject to amendment

Spa Etiquette

SPA WEAR 

A bathrobe and slippers can be found in your room. The lift easily takes you to the wellness 

centre. Shower equipment can be found in the shower areas. If possible, please don’t take any 

valuables and mobile phones with you in the spa. It is compulsory to wear bathing clothes in 

the pool and sauna area in our spa. The spa area is not supervised - parents are responsible 

for their children.

FITNESS

For safety reasons, only persons from 16 years of age are allowed to exercise in the  

frutt Family Lodge’s fitness centre. The fitness area is not supervised – parents are  responsible 

for their children. The gym may only be entered if you are wearing appropriate clothing and 

indoor sneakers.

SMOKE-FREE

The entire wellness and spa area and the spa terrace are smoke-free.

TREATMENTS

All treatments take place in the frutt Spa of frutt Lodge & Spa. The spa team will advise you 

and is looking forward to your reservation.
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